Quiz Enurse Shows the Answers

It was on the tip of their tongues, but these reading club members couldn't remember the name in Dorothy O'Neill's (left), children's librarian at Baldwin Public Library, pulled the book in question from the "answer box." From left at table, are Wendy Stephens, Jo Fastoltz and Nancy Diamantengi, engaging in a reading club activity called the battle of the books.

B & E Loot is 'Several Thousand'

Part-working thieves cleared a Bloomfield Township home of cash, jewelry and other items early Tuesday afternoon, leaving the victims to pick up the pieces and the police to investigate.

The robbery occurred at the home of Robert K. Woodruff, 4230 W. 16 Mile Rd., about 3:45 p.m. Tuesday. A man and a woman reportedly held the couple at gunpoint and took their jewelry, cash and other items.

The initials "B & E" were scrawled on the door, according to police. The initials are known to be used by the Bloomfield Township police department.

Woman Stands Mute To Check Charge

A woman caught in a check-swindle scam was arrested in West Bloomfield, but the accused woman had nothing to say about the incident.

Sheila Morley, 22, was arrested in West Bloomfield, but the accused woman had nothing to say about the incident.

Golfer To Sue City After Accident

Nations of interest to claim dam-
ages for personal injuries were
noted in the city of Bloomfield.

The city of Bloomfield has

Begin E. Maple Paving At Once

A start on the breaking up of

Wear E. Maple on your run

FINISH Clearance HURRY LAST WEEK 1/2 and more off

Now, at the height of the season, here is your oppor-
tunity to select shoes matching the latest styles from
regular stocks. A TREMENDOUS SELECTION OF WANTED FOOTWEAR... DRAMATICALLY REDUCED.... come early for the best selection.

SHOES

Regular to 19.95

NOW 7.90

Rock of Dress and Play Shoes

Sizes 5.5, 6, 6.5 only

4.90

SOFA Pillows

Kenflex Vinyl Tile

3 St Patricks

10c Ea.

CLOSEOUT

ASPHALT TILE

Your Choice of R. or J. Colors

3 in.

3/4 in.

20 Patterns

10c Ea.

"Your Store is Not Conditioned for Your Shopping Comfort..."

Park Right or Left

FE-4-0516

1666 SOUTH TELEGRAPH

South of Ordway

31 N. Woodward, Birmingham

HURLEY 2-2428

Herbert Burr

Shoe Salon

21 N. Woodward, Birmingham

with space for 30 offices, will be ready for fall occupancy.

Steve's Bldg. Slated For Fall Occupancy

The Stevens building, 1025 E. Maple near Adams, Bir-
michigan's newest modern office building is now being com-
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